From “Is it unconfounded?” to “How much confounding would it take?”:
Applying the sensitivity-based approach to assess causes of support for
peace in Colombia

Abstract
Attention to the credibility of causal claims has increased tremendously in recent years.
When relying on observational data, debate often centers on whether investigators have ruled
out any bias due to confounding. However, the relevant scientific question is generally not
whether bias is precisely zero, but whether it is problematic enough to alter one’s research
conclusion. We argue that sensitivity analyses would improve research practice by showing how
results would change under plausible degrees of confounding, or equivalently, by revealing what
one must argue about the strength of confounding to sustain a research conclusion. This would
improve scrutiny of studies in which non-zero bias is expected, and of those where authors argue
for zero bias but results may be fragile to confounding too weak to be ruled out. We illustrate
this using off-the-shelf sensitivity tools to examine two potential influences on support for the
FARC peace agreement in Colombia.
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Introduction

Many important research questions cannot be answered by randomized experiments, whether
because researchers cannot ethically or practically randomize the treatments involved, or because they would like to study the effect of real world events that have already occurred. Observational alternatives to randomized experiments involve demanding and typically untestable
assumptions. The most commonly employed strategies rely on an assumption of “no unobserved
confounding” and then adjust for observables using estimators such as stratification, regression,
matching, or various weighting approaches. Other strategies that seek to limit confounding biases, such as difference-in-difference, regression discontinuity, instrumental variables, and quasior natural-experiments, offer opportunities to improve inference, but are not always available
and require their own demanding, largely untestable assumptions.
Fortunately, recent increases in attention to the credibility of observational findings have
heightened many researchers’ awareness of the risks posed by confounding. In studies where
investigators adjust for observables, debate typically centers on whether any unobserved confounding may remain. Such “all or nothing” arguments about the threat of confounding have
been a useful antidote to practices of turning a blind eye to confounding. However, we argue
that this approach is suboptimal and sometimes problematic as a means of judging the risk that
a result is driven by confounding. First, when authors argue for a total absence of unobserved
confounding, readers and critics can and should be able to disagree, e.g. by proposing unobserved confounders that have not been ruled out. A means of debating what damage would be
done by such confounders is thus required. Second and more fundamentally, the scientifically
relevant concern is not usually “is there exactly zero confounding bias?”, but rather “might
confounding have altered the substantive research conclusion?” Yet, the arguments deployed to
claim that an observational study is confounding-free are typically silent on the question of how
fragile the result is in the face of possible errors in that judgment.
Consequently, even a study that is arguably confounding-free (e.g. on the basis of a convincing natural experiment) could be sensitive to very weak confounders—perhaps too small to
be definitively ruled out once confronted with this information. On the other hand, studies in
which the authors recognize confounding may exist could in fact require powerful confounding to
alter their conclusions—perhaps so powerful that such confounding can be deemed implausible.
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Many other studies will fall in between these extremes. In all cases, we argue, reporting how
much confounding it would take to overturn a given result is transparency enhancing. While
conventional statistics like the t-statistic, coefficient, or p-value do not answer this question,
there are easy-to-compute and interpret “sensitivity statistics” that do (Cinelli and Hazlett,
2020).
We employ off-the-shelf sensitivity analysis tools to demonstrate the potential gains of transitioning from all-or-nothing claims about confounding to practices that reveal and communicate
how much confounding it would take to change the research conclusion. For concreteness, we
focus on an application examining two proposed influences on civilian voting behavior in the
2016 peace deal with the FARC in Colombia. This question has attracted great scholarly interest, with at least 14 observational papers since 2017 (see Appendix A for an expanded review).
Scholars seeking to explain this real-world event have coalesced around two potential influences
on voting behavior: (1) exposure to violence and (2) political affiliation with the deal’s champion, President Santos. Their findings have been remarkably consistent in supporting both the
exposure to violence (e.g. Meernik, 2019; Tellez, 2019a) and political affiliation hypotheses (e.g.
Krause, 2017; Dávalos et al., 2018; Branton et al., 2019). Yet, none of these papers has been
positioned to argue that their result is due to a causal effect rather than confounding.1 We
find that even very weak confounders could explain away the relationship between exposure
to violence and FARC support. However, the effect of political affiliation requires very large
confounding to overturn. Such analyses do not settle the issue of causality, but instead transparently communicate what assumptions about the strength of confounding would need to hold
to achieve a given result, and enable more reasoned and productive debate than conventional
approaches alone.

2

The sensitivity-based approach

We use the term sensitivity analysis specifically to refer to statistical analyses that characterize
how a result changes under postulated unobserved confounding. Such tools have a long history
dating back to at least Cornfield et al. (1959). Yet they remain largely unutilized: In the top
1

Experimental alternatives that seek to test particular claims are of course possible; see, e.g. Matanock, GarbirasDı́az and Garcı́a-Sánchez, 2018; Matanock and Garbiras-Dı́az, 2018. However, our interest here lies in practices of
making causal claims from observed, non-experimental data.
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three general interest political science journals in 2019, only 7 out of 119 (5.9%) papers whose
conclusions may be altered by unobserved confounding included formal analyses describing the
strength of confounding required to change the conclusion.2 To be clear, a substantial fraction of
papers (91, or 76%) engage in some form of robustness tests, typically procedures that attempt
multiple specifications or sub-group analyses. While these have important uses, they do not
quantify the amount of unobserved confounding that it would take to alter the conclusion.
Conventional statistics (e.g. t-statistics, coefficients, or p-values) do not capture a result’s
fragility in the face of unobserved confounding. For example, even highly statistically significant results, as judged by p-values or t-statistics alone, can be explained away by very small
confounders—a problem that paradoxically grows rather than diminishes with the size of the
dataset. Fortunately, sensitivity statistics can be computed that do correctly characterize how
an estimate would change under varying degrees of postulated confounding, or equivalently, the
strength of confounding required to achieve a given change in an estimate.
Any statistical tool for sensitivity analysis can be put to this purpose, if it (i) correctly and
clearly illuminates the strength of confounding required to alter the research conclusion, and
(ii) aids researchers, as cogently as possible, in understanding that strength of confounding or in
debating whether such confounding plausibly exists. While similar analyses could and should be
conducted for other estimation approaches (e.g. matching and weighting estimators), we focus
here on the sensitivity of linear regression models because (i) linear regression is ubiquitous
in political science (including in the works we consider in this application); and (ii) because
the linearity of these approaches proves especially convenient for analyzing sensitivity. Of the
sensitivity toolkits developed for linear regression, we employ Cinelli and Hazlett (2020), which
elaborates on the concept of omitted variables bias that will be familiar to many readers. This
approach also conveniently produces summary statistics for characterizing and communicating
sensitivity and offers rigorous tools for comparing hypothetical confounders to observed benchmarks. We discuss the broader landscape of sensitivity approaches and how they compare in
Appendix B.
While space prevents a full review of statistical tools required for any sensitivity analysis, we
2

Of the papers published in the American Political Science Review, Journal of Politics, and American Journal of
Political Science in 2019, we coded 119 as relying upon observational research designs in which confounding would be
a concern for their primary research question. This excludes principally field, survey, lab, and conjoint experiments. It
includes “natural” and “quasi” experiments, as these are designs in which authors have reason to believe confounding
is limited, but cannot rule it out entirely, making them ideal for sensitivity analyses.
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provide here the minimal technical material required to discuss and responsibly employ these
tools. We refer readers interested in the technical details to Cinelli and Hazlett (2020) as well
as to Appendix C, where we discuss finer points and commonly raised questions and concerns
regarding these tools.
The key to understanding this approach begins with considering “the regression you wish
you ran”. Suppose that the regression of an outcome (Y ) on the treatment (D) would be biased
by many possible confounders, but those confounders would be controlled for if we included
covariates X and Z (both containing one or more variables). In other words, controlling for
X and Z together would render the D-Y relationship unconfounded, and thus the remaining
correlation would be attributed to the causal effect of D on Y and not any “spurious” or
“confounding” alternative. It would be desirable to then run the regression

Y = τ̂ D + X β̂ + γ̂Z + ˆfull

(1)

to approximate the conditioning on X and Z and provide a linear summary of the remaining
relationship between D and Y . The main problem is that while X is/are observed, the Z
required for unconfoundedness is/are unobserved. The regression actually run is instead the
“restricted” regression,

Y = τ̂res D + X β̂res + ˆres .

(2)

The central question is how the observed estimate (τ̂res ) differs from the desired one, τ̂ . We
d := τ̂res − τ̂ , the difference between the estimate actually obtained and what
thus define bias
would have been obtained in the same sample had the missing covariate(s) Z been included. As
shown in Cinelli and Hazlett (2020), the bias due to omission of Z can be written as
v
u 2
2
u RY ∼Z|X,D RD∼Z|X
t
d
|bias| = se(τ̂res )
(df),
2
1 − RD∼Z|X

(3)

2
The two sensitivity parameters here are partial R2 values, RY2 ∼Z|X,D and RD∼Z|X
. The first

(RY2 ∼Z|X,D ) describes what fraction of variance in Y not already (linearly) explained by X
2
and D, can be explained by Z. The second, RD∼Z|X
is similarly the fraction of variance in

the treatment status explained by confounding, after accounting for the observed covariates. A
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similar expression is available describing the adjusted standard error (see Cinelli and Hazlett,
2
2020) in terms of the same parameters, RY2 ∼Z|X,D and RD∼Z|X
. A fundamental fact conveyed

by these formulas is that these two parameters jointly characterize the only properities we need
to know about an omitted confounder in order to determine how the point estimate, standard
error, t-statistic, or p-value would be changed by including that variable.3
To communicate the fragility of a result in the face of unobserved confounding we employ
two of the summary statistics described in Cinelli and Hazlett (2020). The first is the partial
R2 of the treatment with the outcome, having accounted for control variables, RY2 ∼D|X . Beyond
quantifying the explanatory power of the treatment over the outcome, this value has a sensitivity
interpretation as an “extreme scenario” analysis: If we assume that confounders explain 100%
of the residual variance of the outcome, the RY2 ∼D|X tells us how much of the residual variance
in the treatment such confounders would need to explain to bring the estimated effect down to
zero. The second summary quantity is the robustness value (RV ). Confounding that explains
at least RV % of residual variance in the treatment and in the outcome would reduce the implied
2
estimate to zero. That is, if both RY2 ∼Z|X,D and RD∼Z|X
exceed the RV , then the effect would be
2
reduced to zero or beyond. If both RY2 ∼Z|X,D and RD∼Z|X
are less than the RV , then we know

confounding is not sufficient to eliminate the effect. This makes the RV a single dimensional
summary of overall sensitivity. Both quantities can be easily computed from already-published
OLS results – see Appendix E. Similarly, we may wish to summarize the amount of confounding
such that the 1 − α confidence interval would no longer exclude a particular null value. For
example, if confounding explains RVα=0.05 % of both the treatment and outcome, it reduces the
adjusted effect to the point where the 95% confidence interval would just include zero.4
Finally, “benchmarking” tools provide one useful way to interpret sensitivity analyses and
argue for bound on confounding, by comparing the strength of confounding require to change
the result to the explanatory power of one or more observed covariates. This aids, first, in
understanding the magnitude of confounding required to change an answer by restating it in
3

To avoid confusion, note that these “partial” R2 values and are distinct from other quantities such as the “added
R ” (which does not use the residual variance in its denominator) or the total R2 explained by a set of covariates.
Importantly, a large total R2 —as sometimes seen in fixed effect models, for example—does not imply that the partial
R2 values of interest are large. Even if covariates explain 99% of the variance in some Y (i.e. a high total R2 ), the
question of what share of the remaining variance is explained by treatment (the partial R2 , in this case, RY2 ∼X|D )
remains open.
4
More generally, the RVq,α gives the amount of confounding required such that an effect estimate reduced by the
fraction q (e.g. 50%) would fall just within the confidence interval.
2
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terms of observed covariates, for which we have stronger intuitions regarding the strength of
relationship with treatment and outcome. Further, in some cases users may be able to employ
their domain knowledge and information about treatment assignment to argue that unobserved
confounding is not likely to explain “k times more of the treatment assignment and outcome”
than a given observable. If confounding of such strength would not change the conclusion, this
can be compelling evidence for the credibility of the research conclusion. At the other extreme,
if one makes an assumption that risks being optimistic, yet the research conclusion would change
under confounding allowed by that assumption, then it will be difficult to persuasively defend
the original conclusion.
We employ these tools using the sensemakr package for R. Replication code for our analyses
can be found at [future home of replication code]. Additional examples, tutorials, and other
resources for using these tools can be found in Appendix C.

3

Support for the FARC peace agreement

We now illustrate these tools by applying them to examine different explanations for public
support of the 2016 peace deal with the FARC in Colombia. In October 2016, Colombians
voted in a referendum on a peace agreement with the FARC, a leftist guerilla group. The
peace deal was ultimately rejected, but given the immense variation in municipality-level vote
share in favor of the deal (ranging from 19% to 96% in towns with at least 1,000 voters), many
have sought to explain levels of support for the deal. Scholarship has coalesced around two
explanations: exposure to FARC violence and political affiliation with President Santos (see
Appendix A). As is often the case for substantively important questions in political science,
the “treatment” of interest (exposure to violence or political affiliation) cannot be assigned
randomly, nor can we argue that it is as-if random conditional on some set of observables
X. Nevertheless, previous papers on this topic have relied upon various covariate adjustment
approaches to address confounding (e.g. regression, matching, and weighting). Unfortunately,
none of these can hope to argue for an absence of unobserved confounders, so the results must
be understood as potentially biased.5
5
Concretely, one troubling example of a potential confounder we cannot observe is “latent sympathy for the FARC”.
For example, suppose that those who are more sympathetic to the FARC also tend to be more supportive of one party
or leader and more supportive of the deal, while perhaps living in areas that the FARC refrain from attacking. Such
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3.1

Assessing evidence for the effect of exposure to violence

We consider first a naive, direct comparison by regressing Deathsi,2011−2015 , the number of
deaths in municipality i committed by the FARC between 2011 and 2015, on the proportion
voting “Yes” in municipality i. Table 1 presents results for such a regression (Model 1), together
with the sensitivity quantities. The coefficient of 1.45 (p < 0.001) on violence in 2011-2015
implies that with each additional observed death, we expect to see a 1.45 percentage point
higher level support for the FARC peace deal. In usual research practice, despite an awareness
that confounders may have generated an unknown amount and direction of bias, such a result
is typically communicated as “suggestive evidence” that exposure to violence causes higher
support for peace.
Table 1: Augmented regression results for violence

Outcome: Vote for peace deal
Treatment:
1. Deaths 2011-2015
2. Deaths 2011-2015

Est.
1.45
0.61

RV RVα=0.05
SE t-stat RY2 ∼D|X
0.30
4.90
2.1% 14%
8.4%
0.29
2.11
0.40% 6.1%
0.4%

df
1121
1115

The sensitivity quantities added to Table 1 quickly characterize how strong confounding
would have to be to alter our conclusion. The robustness value (RV ) tells us that confounding
that explains at least 14% of the residual variance in both violence and support for peace would
be enough to eliminate this effect entirely. Recalling that taking the square root of an R2
allows interpreation on the usual correlation scale, this means a hypothetical confounder with
a (residual) correlation of 0.34 to both the treatment (violence) and outcome (support for the
peace deal) would be sufficient to explain away the entire result. Similarly, the RVα=0.05 value
tells us that confounding explaining 8.4% of residual variance in violence and support would
reduce the estimate to the edge of statistical insignificance. Finally, the RY2 ∼D|X tells us that if
an unobserved confounder explains 100% of the remaining outcome variation, such a confounder
would have to explain only 2.1% of the residual variation in the violence treatment in order to
reduce the estimated effect to zero.
In practice, rather than debating whether confounding would overturn a simple bivariate
relationship, researchers typically include control variables that they argue will reduce the scope
“common cause confounding” would confound both the violence and political affiliation accounts in the observed
directions.
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for uncontrolled confounding. Model 2 includes a number of potentially worrying observed
confounders (see Appendix D for details). The resulting coefficient estimate is 0.61, with a tstatistic of 2.11. While this may pass the bar for publication and be regarded as suggestive and
statistically significant evidence in many contexts, we emphasize that the statistical significance
of a result alone says nothing of the degree of confounding that would alter the conclusion. A
confounder explaining only 6.1% of the residual variation in both violence and support for peace
would eliminate the effect; a confounder explaining only 0.4% of both would reduce the effect
to the boundary of insignificance at the α = 0.05 level. Thus, confounders with statistically
quite weak relationships to treatment and outcome would be enough to alter one’s conclusions
regarding the role of violence in support for peace. We expect readers would not have trouble
coming up with confounders that arguably relate to treatment and outcome at least as strongly,
such as sympathy for the FARC.
Beyond these summary statistics, researchers might sometimes find it more useful to visualize the bias as they separately vary the strength of the confounding in terms of the treatment
and outcome associations (Figure 1). These plots can also be used to provide the results of
benchmarking examples, visualizing how bias would be bounded subject to assumptions that
relate the strength of unobserved confounding to the explanatory power of one or more observables. For example, let us assume that political affiliation is “stronger” than confounding, in
the sense that it explains a greater share of both the outcome and treatment than can true
confounding. We proxy for political affiliation using vote share for Santos in 2010, to ensure it
is pre-treatment with respect to 2011–2015 violence. While assuming such a limitation on confounding may already be indefensible—it is hard to argue that political affiliation explains more
remaining variation in exposure to violence than all other confounders could—it already admits
more than enough confounding to change the sign of the estimate. Specifically, the point in
Figure 1 marked “1x santos10” indicates what the adjusted estimate would be had confounding
of this strength been present, bringing the original estimate (+0.61) to the opposite side of zero
(-0.24).
Finally, sensitivity analyses can also aid readers and reviewers in assessing sensitivity even
when authors did not provide these analyses. Using reported results in Tellez (2019b) and
Pechenkina and Gamboa (2019), we find an RV of 4.7% and 9.7%, respectively, and an RVα=0.05
of just 1.8% and 0.04%, respectively. Thus, published results reflect sensitivity values similar to
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Figure 1: Contour plot showing sensitivity to hypothesized confounding.
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our own. These analyses are detailed in Appendix E.

3.2

Assessing evidence for the effect of political affiliation

We estimate the coefficients in a model regressing vote-share for President Santos in 2014 in
municipality i on the proportion voting “Yes” in municipality i, including controls for potential
confounders (see Appendix D for details). Table 2 shows augmented regression results with
sensitivity statistics. The estimated effect of Santos 2014 vote share on support for peace (0.67)
is positive and statistically significant. Vote share for Santos in 2014 explains 59% (RY2 ∼D|X ) of
the residual variation in support for peace, meaning that even confounding that explains 100%
of the residual variation in the outcome would need to explain 59% of the residual variation in
vote share for Santos in order to eliminate the estimated effect. Confounding that explains less
than 68% (RV ) of both vote share for Santos and support for peace would not be sufficient to
eliminate the effect.6 Finally, for the 95% confidence interval to just include zero, confounding
would have to explain 66% of residual variance in both treatment and outcome (RVα=0.05 ).7
Again, where other studies employed OLS we can determine how sensitive their results would
be as well. In Krause (2017), the coefficient for Santos 2014 vote share in a similar model is
6

2
2
Recall that
√ an R is just the square of r, the correlation coefficient. Thus, a partial R of 0.68 corresponds to a
correlation of 68% ≈ 82% after accounting for the other covariates—an extremely high correlation by any standard.
7
While it appears that a similar if coarser conclusion could be drawn by simply comparing the t-statistics of the
models, this is only because the sample sizes are similar across models here. More generally t-statistics and p-values
cannot reflect how strong confounding must be to alter our conclusions without adjustment based on the degrees of
freedom. For example, a coefficient with a t-statistic of 10 and only 200 degrees of freedom has an RV of 50%; however
with one million degrees of freedom, the same t-statistics correspond to an RV below 1%.
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Table 2: Augmented regression results for political affiliation

Outcome: Vote for peace deal
Treatment:
Est.
SE t-stat RY2 ∼D|X
3. Santos 2014 vote share 0.67 0.02
37.5
59%

RV RVα=0.05
68%
66%

df
983

0.62, close to our estimate of 0.67. The t-statistic of 45 together with 1,069 residual degrees of
freedom would produce an RV of 72%, also similar to our own estimate of 68% (Appendix E).
We discuss further analyses, including benchmarking, on the political affiliation hypothesis in
Appendix F.

4

Discussion

Whereas assessments about whether a study is entirely free of confounding or not are useful
in drawing attention to the threat posed by confounding, the central concern in observational
research is not whether there is any confounding bias, but whether the research conclusion
might have been substantively affected by it. In any setting where arguments for exactly zero
confounding may fail, we argue that more can be learned and transparently conveyed by reporting how much confounding it would take to substantively alter a research conclusion, and by
using tools such as benchmarking to aid in debating whether such confounding can or cannot
be readily ruled out.
The example and tools shown here illustrate how such a sensitivity-based framework, if
more widely adopted, could improve how observational research is conducted, communicated,
and evaluated. First, this approach suggests standards for empirical research seeking to make
causal claims using regression estimates. Summary sensitivity quantities reported in augmented
regression tables provide readily interpretable information about one dimension of a result’s
fragility – sensitivity to unobserved confounding. Here, sensitivity analyses have helped to
determine that conclusions regarding the role of exposure to violence are currently too fragile to
hold in high confidence. Even under the most favorable model used, confounding that explains
just 6.1% of the residual variance of exposure to violence and support for peace would eliminate
the result entirely, and a confounder explaining just 0.4% would reduce it below conventional
levels of statistical significance. For the political affiliation hypothesis, however, a confounder
explaining 100% of the residual variation in support for peace would have to explain 59% of the
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residual variation in political affiliation to alter our conclusions.
Second, these tools can improve how we judge the credibility and value of research projects
seeking to make causal claims from observational data by (i) providing readers a way of assessing
how susceptible results are to confounding and (ii) encouraging critics to improve the quality
of their criticism by replacing concerns about “any possibility of confounding” with concerns
about specific confounders they can argue may be strong enough to make a difference. We
must remember that the high degree of robustness for political affiliation does not rule out the
possibility that confounding has altered our conclusion. However, given what we know about
the degree of confounding required to alter our result, a colleague or reviewer cannot suggest
“just any confounder” would be sufficient to meaningfully change our conclusion. Rather, those
suggesting a particular confounder are obligated to argue why such a confounder would matter
– i.e. that it could plausibly explain the amount of variation in treatment and outcome required
by the sensitivity analysis to alter the results.
Ultimately, we hope these tools help to bring about a change in how we value empirical
projects when arguments about the absence of confounding are fallible: A paper is not to be
judged by whether it convinced us that the design leaves zero confounding, but rather by how
it informs our understanding of results under degrees of confounding that may plausibly exist.
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Appendix A

The FARC referendum

In October 2016, Colombians voted in a referendum on a peace agreement with the FARC, a
leftist guerilla group. The peace deal was ultimately rejected, but given the immense variation
in municipality-level vote share in favor of the deal (ranging from 19% to 96% in towns with
at least 1,000 voters), many have sought to explain levels of support for the deal. The surprising defeat of the peace deal generated a wealth of scholarship on the topic (e.g. Krause,
2017; Matanock and Garcia-Sánchez, 2017; Dávalos et al., 2018; Liendo and Braithwaite, 2018;
Matanock and Garbiras-Dı́az, 2018; Matanock, Garbiras-Dı́az and Garcı́a-Sánchez, 2018; Branton et al., 2019; Gallego et al., 2019; Hurtado-Parrado et al., 2019; Masullo and Morisi, 2019;
Meernik, 2019; Pechenkina and Gamboa, 2019; Tellez, 2019a,b; Revelo and Sottilotta, 2020).
In the numerous papers published on what influenced voting in the 2016 FARC referendum,
scholars have emphasized two possible causes of support: exposure to FARC-related violence
and political affiliation with President Santos.
First, scholars have argued that exposure to FARC violence increased support for peace.
For example, Tellez (2019b) finds that citizens in municipalities labelled “conflict zones” by the
government were more likely to report that they supported the peace process and concessions to
FARC in AmericasBarometer surveys. Using a measure of violence per capita at the municipal
level, Branton et al. (2019) find that municipalities exposed to more violence were more in favor
of the peace deal. Dávalos et al. (2018) find a similar result using cumulative counts of victims
of FARC violence and internally displaced persons, as do Pechenkina and Gamboa (2019) using
a binary indicator for FARC attacks between 2011 and 2013. These findings are consistent with
a vast theoretical and empirical literature on the effects of violence on attitudes and political
behavior (Weintraub, Vargas and Flores, 2015; Bauer et al., 2016; Hazlett, 2019; Fabbe, Hazlett
and Sınmazdemir, 2019, among others). In the Colombian case in particular, Meernik (2019)
and Hurtado-Parrado et al. (2019) emphasize the role that attitudes and emotions play in
Colombians’ desires for reconciliation and peace.
We note – as did some journalists – that the relationship could also have gone in the opposite
direction. For example, according to the BBC, “In ... Casanare... 71.1% voted against the deal.
It is an area where farmers and landowners have for years been extorted by the FARC and
other illegal groups” (BBC News, 2016). Again, a theoretical literature would be consistent
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with this result. For example, Petersen and Daly (2010) stress the role of anger and emotions
in determining attitudes toward peace, with exposure to violence making victims less likely to
support reconciliation. However, the published results on this topic have almost exclusively
focused on the positive relationship between exposure to violence and support for peace.8
Second, scholars have found that greater support for the peace deal is associated with greater
support for the deal’s champion, President Santos. Krause (2017), Branton et al. (2019) and
Dávalos et al. (2018) all find that the municipal vote share for President Santos in the 2014
presidential election is a strong predictor of how the municipality voted on the peace deal in
2016.9 Masullo and Morisi (2019) and Gallego et al. (2019) demonstrate the importance of
information and endorsements in influencing opinions on the peace deal. Revelo and Sottilotta
(2020) also emphasize the politicization of the peace process and the effect this had on attitudes
toward the deal. These findings are all consistent with a broad literature on the power of elites
in directing voting behavior or influencing opinions on policies (e.g. Zaller, 1992; Lupia, 1994;
Levendusky, 2010; Nicholson, 2012; Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus, 2013; Guisinger and
Saunders, 2017; Haas and Khadka, 2020).
Nearly all of these studies take the conventional approach of including as many confounders
as possible as controls. For example, Branton et al. (2019) write: “In addition to the primary
variables of interest, the model also includes several potentially confounding municipal-level
social and economic demographic factors”, including the percentages of rural population, adults
between the ages of 20 and 39, white voters, and female voters in each municipality, a measure of
government spending per municipality, and a measure of infant mortality per municipality (pg.
6). Liendo and Braithwaite (2018) note the importance of accounting for certain confounding
traits because “the conflict has not affected civilians equally across the lines of ethnicity, gender,
age, and socioeconomic conditions” (pg. 629). Tellez (2019b) includes “a number of controls
in the base models that might confound inference”, which include respondent age, gender,
monthly household income, education level, and level of trust in the national government, as
8

The exception is Weintraub, Vargas and Flores (2015), who find a non-monotonic relationship between exposure
to violence in the Colombian conflict and support for President Santos in the 2014 election (which was centered around
the negotiations with FARC). They find that municipalities with low violence and high violence were less likely to
support Santos, while those with moderate levels of violence were more likely to support him.
9
Going beyond observational work on the FARC vote as it took place, these results are corroborated by survey
experiments that test the power of elite endorsements on attitudes toward peace (Matanock and Garcia-Sánchez, 2017;
Matanock and Garbiras-Dı́az, 2018; Matanock, Garbiras-Dı́az and Garcı́a-Sánchez, 2018) as well as a 2014 survey in
the field that found people’s attitudes toward peace were shaped more by political preference than experience with
violence (Liendo and Braithwaite, 2018).
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well as municipal-level controls for support for the opposition party in 2010 (pgs. 1063–1065).
While adding these controls is a sensible starting point, it does not allow us to rule out
confounding as the source of the observed relationships. Moreover, neither the statistical significance of these results nor their consistency across multiple studies tells us how sensitive they are
in the face of potential confounders. Scholars often characterize claims from research of this type
as “suggestive of” or “consistent with” claims that exposure to violence and political affiliation
are causes of support for the peace deal. Regardless of such qualifications, these claims remain
problematic: without further arguments, confounding may influence findings in either direction
and with unknown magnitude, making them consistent not only with the claimed directional
effects but with null effects or effects in the opposite direction.
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Appendix B

Sensitivity-based approaches

There have been many approaches to sensitivity since Cornfield et al. (1959), including Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983); Heckman et al. (1998); Robins (1999); Frank (2000); Rosenbaum (2002);
Imbens (2003); Brumback et al. (2004); Altonji, Elder and Taber (2005a); Hosman, Hansen and
Holland (2010); Imai et al. (2010); Vanderweele and Arah (2011); Blackwell (2013); Frank et al.
(2013); Dorie et al. (2016); Middleton et al. (2016); VanderWeele and Ding (2017); Oster (2017);
Franks, D’Amour and Feller (2019) and Cinelli and Hazlett (2020). From these approaches, we
prefer the Cinelli and Hazlett (2020) one for several reasons.
First, we are interested in the sensitivity of estimates made using linear regression. Other
important sensitivity methods are specialized to non-regression approaches, such as matching (Rosenbaum, 2002), which would be difficult here given that we examine two non-binary
treatments. Sensitivity analyses for more general or non-parametric estimation procedures are
possible, at the cost of requiring the user to make more elaborate characterizations of proposed
confounding. For example, the “confounding function” approach (Heckman et al., 1998; Robins,
1999; Brumback et al., 2004; Blackwell, 2013) generalizes across estimators, in cases with binary
treatments. It requires the user to describe how the treated and untreated units would vary in
their expectations of both the treated and untreated potential outcome, conditionally on the
covariates. If investigators are willing to examine a linear model, as we and many others do, the
bias can instead be determined solely by the two parameters (or isomorphic variations thereof)
deriving from omitted variable bias.
Further, among approaches to linear outcome models, Imbens (2003), Carnegie, Harada and
Hill (2016) and Dorie et al. (2016) all require further assumptions beyond the two required ones,
asking users to specify the distribution of the confounder as well as specifying the functional
form of the treatment assignment mechanism. Relatedly, the approach taken by Altonji, Elder
and Taber (2005a) and Oster (2017) employs a sensitivity parameter intended to reflect the
relative predictive power of observables and unobservables in the selection (into treatment)
process. However, this parameter is more complicated to interpret than it may at first seem,
because it implicitly also requires contemplating how the observables and unobservables predict
the outcome, as shown in Cinelli and Hazlett (2020).
Second, the availability of the RY2 ∼D|X and particularly the RV as an interpretable, easy to
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convey, easy to compute sensitivity measures proves useful here.10 Additionally, this method
for bounding/benchmarking corrects for issues in informal “benchmarking” practices employed
in several other approaches. Informal benchmarking approaches such as those advocated in
Imbens (2003); Hosman, Hansen and Holland (2010); Dorie et al. (2016); Carnegie, Harada and
Hill (2016); Middleton et al. (2016); Hong, Qin and Yang (2018) aim to build intuition for the
user by showing how a confounder “not unlike” an observed covariate in terms of its strength of
relationship to the treatment and outcome would alter our conclusions. However, as shown in
Cinelli and Hazlett (2020), those approaches can be misleading principally because even if confounding is assumed to be orthogonal to the included covariates, they become dependent when
conditioning on the treatment. Frank (2000) largely avoids this concern by not conditioning on
the treatment during benchmarking. Finally, the approach of Altonji, Elder and Taber (2005b),
and subsequetly Oster (2017), is technically correct, but as argued in Cinelli and Hazlett (2020),
the parameterization of bias used there is probematic.

10

A related approach is the E-value of VanderWeele and Ding (2017), which applies to relative risk estimates.
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Appendix C

Understanding sensitivity: Addressing

common questions
C.1

Sensitivity analysis and causal inference frameworks

In general, one hopes to perform an analysis that rules out alternative explanations for why
some D is related to some Y (other than that causal effect of D on Y ). In the “selection on
observables” set of approaches, the hope is that conditioning on some set of background covariates is sufficient to make the treatment independent of the potential outcomes, or equivalently
block all backdoor paths from D to Y , or more colloquially, “render the D − Y relationship
unconfounded”. While using linear regression to perform the conditioning (rather than, say,
matching or IPW weighting) imposes particular functional form restrictions, it is a common
choice and a reasonable one in many circumstances.
The idea of sensitivity analysis in this realm is that, while achieving this unconfoundedness
requires conditioning on {X, Z}, maybe you only conditioned on {X}, and you would like to
know how missing the {Z} might have harmed your answer. We emphasize that sensitivity tools
can only speak to how the coefficient on D changes due to the inclusion of some hypothesized Z.
Whether the investigator should be interested in the value of τ̂ , i.e. the regression that includes
Z, is up to the investigator and to the hypothesized variable Z. The conditions by which
including Z identifies a causal quantity are well established, albeit with different terminology in
different traditions. In the language of structural causal models (SCMs) or directed acylic graphs
(DAGs), we commonly require that {X, Z} blocks all backdoor paths between D and Y , without
opening new paths (by conditioning on colliders) or including post-treatment variables (Pearl,
2009). In the language of potential outcomes, we require that the potential outcomes at all levels
of treatment are independent of the realized treatment assignment Di conditionally on {X, Z},
i.e. Yi (d) ⊥
⊥ Di |{Xi , Zi }, often called (conditional) ignorability or selection on observables.

C.2

Sensitivity analysis for linear regression

In this paper we have engaged specifically with the sensitivity of linear regression results, as
linear regression remains a common way of attempting to adjust for observables, not by fully
conditioning on them in the non-parametric sense, but by adjusting for them through a model.
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Again, this tool can only speak to how the coefficient (in a linear model) on D would change
due to the inclusion of some hypothesized Z. In other words, even if one has the sensitivity
parameters in hand that describe {Z, X} able to render D and Y unconfounded, one is still
looking at a regression coefficient, and this may differ from quantities of interest such as the
average treatment effect. Two chief concerns of this type are commonly raised. First, the regression coefficient offers only a “best linear summary” of the underlying relationship. Second, and
consequently, because linear regression is “learning” more from areas of the data where there
is variation in the treatment, the resulting estimate effectively up-weights observations from
regions of X where there is more variability in the observed treatments (see e.g. Angrist and
Pischke, 2008). If treatment effects are heterogeneous, and if the variation in effect size conditional on X is correlated with the variance in D conditional on X, then the resulting coefficient is
a weighted average of the X-conditional ATEs, but not the usual average that weights according
to p(X). Such concerns may motivate investigators to employ approaches other than regression
(such as weighting), and we would then suggest adopting sensitivity approaches suitable to those
estimators.
Note, however, that the linearity presumption of linear regression is less problematic than
may be expected when it comes to contemplating confounding strengths. In short, there is
no requirement that Z’s relationship to either D or Y is “actually” linear. This is because
whatever the nature of these relationships, the linear nature of the regression coefficient is only
biased by the degree to which Z linearly explains D and Y , as indicated by the R2 values.
That is, the R2 sensitivity parameters do not reflect true variance explainable if one had a
non-parametric model, but simply the correlation squared, i.e. the linear component, because
these are the only components that matter to the bias in the treatment coefficient. Further, Z
can be conceptualized as any combination of omitted factors, and then the worst-case bias its
omission causes is still characterized by these two R2 terms. We direct readers to Cinelli and
Hazlett (2020) for further details.
Another possibility of note is to conceptualize possible mis-specification in linear regressions
as a form of omitted variable bias. For example, if one ought to have controlled for X12 but only
controlled for X1 , the form of bias that may occur relates to how the part of X12 not linearly
explained by X1 correlates with D and Y . One may therefore conceptualize this component as
an omitted Z, allowing it to explain up to a certain amount of D and Y and determining the
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affect this has on the result. This is an active area of research.

C.3

Distinguishing partial R2 from total R2

To reinforce a point raised as a footnote in the text, it is useful to recall that partial R2 (of
a particular coefficient, i.e. the treatment) is distinct from the more familiar total R2 of a
model, or the “added R2 ” from including an additional variable. Specifically, the partial R2 of
a treatment with the outcome (for example) is the fraction of residual variance in the outcome
that it explains. If the covariates (other than treatment) can explain away 80% of the variance
in the outcome, then the residual variance is 20%. If adding the treatment would then halve
that, it would have a partial R2 of 50%, not 10% (which would be the “added” R2 ).
It is fundamentally the partial R2 of the treatment with the outcome that determines the
strength of confounding one would need to overturn it, as proven in Cinelli and Hazlett (2020).
In models with low overall R2 , the partial R2 of the treatment with the outcome will be low
in part because the treatment must not explain much variation in Y either. Even so, it is the
partial R2 of the treatment with outcome that drives the sensitivity, not the total R2 . For
models with high overall R2 , we must be careful to remember that the high overall R2 does
not imply a high partial R2 of the treatment. One could have, for example, fixed effects that
push the overall R2 up to something very high, say 95%. But the partial R2 of the treatment is
still free to vary widely as it reports only the amount additionally explained by the treatment.
Moreover, even if there is very little residual variance leftover, confounding that does explain
enough of that small variation can still have a strong impact on the bias depending on how it
is related to the treatment.

C.4

Is the partial R2 large or small?

Deciding whether a given partial R2 value is “large” or “small” is the subject of additional
analyses below given context-specific knowledge. However, to be clear on the meaning of these
quantities, it is useful to recall that these partial R2 values correspond literally to squared correlations. Thus, taking the square root of any R2 allows interpretation on the usual correlation
scale. That is, if a confounder is said to explain 0.32% of the residual variance in D conditional
√
on X, for example, it means that cor(D⊥X , Z ⊥X ) = 0.0032 ≈ 0.057. In a context like ours
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where there is ample scope for unknown variables to influence treatment and outcome, this is a
weak correlation indeed.

C.5

Is the RV large or small?

For the same reasons, we emphasize that the RV is only a report of how much confounding it
would take to alter the conclusion. Since this is true regardless of how much confounding there
is, there is no value of the RV that should be determined “good” or “bad”. It can only be used
to indicate what must be argued from outside of the data to protect a conclusion. For example,
an RV of 6% using observational data may make us very skeptical about the robustness of the
result in the face of unobserved confounding, but an RV of 6% combined with a design that
is meant to eliminate unobserved confounding (for example, a randomized control trial) might
be high enough such that we do not think any confounding could explain that much residual
variation.

C.6

Non-standard standard errors

While the “conventional” standard errors of a regression coefficient are constructed under assumptions that residuals are indepenent and homoskedastic, these assumptions may often be
suspect. While a variety of more robust stadard errors are available in common practice, integrating these into sensitivity analysis remains a challenge. With the tools of Cinelli and Hazlett
(2020) employed here, this has no effect on the point estimate and its adjustment under confounding of a postulated strength. Hence the RV required to bring the coefficient to exactly
zero (q = 1) is still correct. Contour plots show the bias-adjusted coefficients (such as Figure
1), as do the bounds shown on those plots that arise from benchmarking to observables. However, inferences that invoke the (adjusted) standard error will no longer be correct; as such,
the RVα=0.05 value should not be used in these cases, nor should contour plots that show the
bias-adjusted t-statistics rather than bias-adjusted coefficients.

C.7

Tutorials, examples, and software

A number of resources are available to demonstrate usage of this software in particular, and
more importantly, to explore issues that arise in sensitivity analysis and to emphasize caveats
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and correct interpretation of the results.
• All analyses shown here were conducted using the sensemakr package in R, (Cinelli, Ferwerda and Hazlett, 2020), available at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN,
https://cran.r-project.org/). The documentation for this package (?sensemakr) provides basic example usage. Vignettes associated with the sensemakr package provide more
extensive tutorials, including theoretical discussion, interpretational guidelines, and code
examples. These can be found using browseVignettes("sensemakr") in R. The package
is also available in Stata, by download from the Statistical Software Components (SSC)
archive via ssc install sensemakr, replace all.
• The companion website, https://carloscinelli.com/sensemakr/ provides news, links to presentations about the approach, and links to published and working papers.
• Replication materials for this paper can be found at [repository TBD]. Further, the sensemmakr
package for R also comes with data for this paper, which can be loaded using data(colombia).
The documentation for this dataset (?colombia) shows examples analyses replicating the
analyses in this paper.
• Many of these analyses can be run within a web-browser (a “ShinyApp”), found at https:
//carloscinelli.shinyapps.io/robustness_value/.
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Appendix D
D.1

Models

Data

We measure FARC-related violence using incidences from the Global Terrorism Database, which
has widespread coverage of events worldwide beginning in 1970. We chose this source because the
database attributes attacks to particular groups, which is especially important in the Colombian
context in which multiple guerilla groups were operating at the same time. We counted all
FARC-related fatalities in each municipality per year, from any kind of attack, including, among
others, murders, forced disappearance, and landmines. The exposure to violence measure is the
cumulative number of FARC-related fatalities, grouped in years of five.
For the political affiliation hypothesis, we follow other studies and measure political affiliation
as support for President Santos in the 2014 election, using results from the second round of the
presidential elections. In some specifications, we use the 2010 vote share for President Santos
(second round), since his position on negotiating with the FARC changed in 2012. All of our
election results, including the results for the 2016 FARC referendum, are from the Registradurı́a
Nacional de Colombia.
Figure 2 illustrates the spatial distribution of exposure to violence (Panel A), votes for
President Santos in the 2014 election (Panel B), and votes in favor of the referendum for peace
(Panel C) by municipality.11 Several municipalities in the southwestern part of the country (in
the departments of Nariño and Cauca) were high on all three measures. In contrast, departments
in the Andes Mountains are low on all three measures. Taken as a whole, exposure to violence
(Panel A) seems to be somewhat similar in distribution to support for the FARC referendum
(Panel C). The relationship between support for Santos (Panel B) and for the FARC referendum
(Panel C) appears to be stronger still. We note that this strong visual relationship reflects that
a large portion of the variance in the outcome is explained by support for Santos, which in
the models appears as a RY2 ∼D|X of nearly 60%. Recalling that this quantity is itself a useful
sensitivity diagnostic, the strength of this relationship, even as seen graphically here, presages
the robustness of the relationship between support for Santos and for the referendum.
11
Maps were generated using the ‘colmaps’ package (Moreno, 2015) for creating maps of Colombia in the R statistical
language (R Core Team, 2019).
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Figure 2: Spatial Distribution of Key Variables

(A) Exposure to violence

(B) Santos vote

(C) FARC referendum
Note: Maps visualizing the municipal-level distribution of: (A) FARC-caused deaths, (B) vote share for Santos in the
2014 election, and (C) vote share in support of the FARC peace deal in the 2016 referendum.

D.2

Exposure to Violence

In addressing exposure to violence as an explanation for support, we consider two models. The
first is a naive, direct comparison based on the simple model:

Model 1:

Yi = β0 + α(Deathsi,2011−2015 ) + i

(4)

where Yi is the proportion voting “Yes” in municipality i, and Deathsi,2011−2015 is the number
of deaths in municipality i committed by the FARC between 2011 and 2015. The coefficient
α describes how the expected support for peace differs when we observe one additional death.
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The second model takes the traditional approach of accounting for potentially worrying observed
confounders by including them in the model as controls,

Model 2:

Yi = β0 + α(Deathsi,2011−2015 ) + β1 (Deathsi,2006−2010 ) + β2 (Deathsi,2001−2005 )+
β3 (P opulationi ) + β4 (GDP pci ) + β5 (Santos 2010i ) + i (5)

where Deathsi,2006−2010 and Deathsi,2001−2005 are the number of deaths in municipality i in
the corresponding time periods, P opulationi is the total number of eligible voters, GDP pci is
GDP per capita, and Santos 2010i is the vote share for President Santos in the 2010 election.
We include the two lagged measures of violence, Deathsi,2006−2010 and Deathsi,2001−2005 , as a
means of accounting for areas that, for time-invariant reasons, routinely have higher or lower
levels of violence. Indeed, we find that the “effect” of violence appears to fade over time, with
only the most recent five years having a significant effect.12 Finally, we note that there are
various additional ways of formulating these models – adding covariates or removing the lagged
violence variables, for example – that can reduce the estimated effect of violence well below
significance. The poor robustness of the model according to our analyses makes it unsurprising
that we can so easily “ruin the result” by including different covariates. The sensitivity analysis
would serve as a useful warning of the model’s fragility to alternative covariates, had we not been
in a position to include and test them ourselves, as is the case for most readers of most papers.
We proceed with the models favorable to the violence hypothesis for illustrative purposes. If
even these models prove unable to withstand small degrees of confounding, alternative weaker
models would generate even less persuasive results.

D.3

Political affiliation

We use the term “political affiliation” for this treatment but note that it is a shorthand: The
key feature is not an individual’s support for a given leader, but whether the leader whom an
individual supports publicly endorses the peace deal. In the present case, this simplifies to the
12

In both models, for simplicity, we focus on violence in the 2011-2015 period as the treatment, because more recent
violence more plausibly impacts attitudes. We note that GDP per capita is measured in 2013, which is post-treatment
relative to violence occurring in 2011 and 2012; however, our assumption is that the effect of additional deaths at this
level on GDP per capita is too small to be problematic.
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question of whether a person supports President Santos. There are two ways to imagine the
counterfactual outcome defining the treatment effect of interest. First, we can imagine how
an individual might have voted in the referendum had they been loyal to a different leader
but were otherwise unchanged. Though an individual’s loyalties are associated with a variety
of background factors, there is certainly enough room for variation that one can imagine this
counterfactual. Alternatively, we can imagine an individual’s vote in the FARC referendum,
had their leader taken the opposite position. This is an easy possibility to entertain as well,
since Santos was in fact against a peace deal with the FARC until 2012.
We estimate the coefficients in the model,

Model 3:

Yi = β0 + β1 (Santos 2014i ) + β2 (Deathsi,2010−2013 ) + β3 (Elevationi )+
β4 (GDP pci ) + β5 (P opulationi ) + , (6)

where Yi is the proportion voting “Yes” in municipality i, Santos 2014i is municipality vote
share for Santos in the 2014 presidential election, and Deathsi,2010−2013 is the total number of
deaths due to FARC violence between 2010 and 2013 in municipality i.13 In this model we also
control for total number of eligible voters (P opulationi ), as well as the mean elevation above
sea level (Elevationi ) and GDP per capita of the municipality (GDP pci ). These three control
variables are chosen because they are unlikely to be affected by the treatment and because
they are troubling potential confounders in as much as they could arguably be related to both
political preferences and support for the FARC peace deal.

13

Note that we use deaths between 2010–2013 as the pre-treatment covariate here, as the presidential election
occurred in 2014.
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Appendix E

Sensitivity analyses from published re-

gression results
Sensitivity analyses can aid readers and reviewers in assessing sensitivity even when authors
may not have provided these analyses. The two summary statistics can be calculated using
information in a regression table. First, RY2 ∼D|X requires only the t-statistic for the treatment
coefficient and degrees of freedom from a regression, RY2 ∼D|X =

t2D
.
t2D +dof

Second, the RV can

be calculated using published results: Let fD be Cohen’s partial f for the treatment variable,
q
√
4 + (4f 2 ) − f 2 ). Using these formulas,
which can be obtained as tD / dof . Then RV = 0.5( fD
D
D
we can assess the sensitivity of published studies using linear regression.
For Tellez (2019b), we use the models reported in Appendix Table A5, which are the main
regression models. We estimate the degrees of freedom to be approximately 4,200, as there are
“roughly 4,200 observations” (Tellez, 2019b, pg. 13). Across the three models shown there, the
most favorable from a robustness point was Model (2) in Table A5 of that paper, which had
an effect estimate of 0.22, and a standard error of 0.07, for a t-statistic of 3.14. This translates
to a RV of 4.7%, indicating that a confounder explaining 4.7% of the residual variation in who
is assigned to a conflict zone and in attitudes toward peace would be sufficient to eliminate
the estimated effect. The effect would lose statistical significance at conventional levels with a
confounder explaining just RVα=0.05 =1.8% of these two residual variances. Finally, a confounder
explaining all the remaining variation in the outcome need only explain 0.2% of who lives in a
conflict zone in order to explain away the effect. Even a confounder explaining only 25% of the
residual variation in the outcome would eliminate the estimated effect if it explains just 1% of
residual variation in who is in a conflict zone.
For Pechenkina and Gamboa (2019), we use the results for the unmatched regression reported
in Model 15 of the main results. The reported coefficient is 0.0423 and the standard error is
0.013, for a t-statistic of 4.23. We estimate about 1,008 degrees of freedom (1,052 reported
observations, three main variables, eight controls, and 32 fixed effects). This results in an RV
of 9.7%. The effect would lose statistical significance at conventional levels with a confounder
explaining just RVα=0.05 =0.04% of these two residual variances. Additionally, a confounder
explaining all of the remaining variation in the outcome would only need to explain 1% of
exposure to FARC violence in order to explain away the effect.
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We took the values for Krause (2017) from from Model (2) of Table III, pg. 32. The
coefficient for Santos 2014 vote share in a similar model is 0.62, close to our estimate of 0.67.
The t-statistic of 45 together with 1,069 residual degrees of freedom would produce an RV of
72%, also similar to our own estimate of 68%. Note that this RV is an approximation because
Krause (2017) reports Huber-White standard errors, whereas the formula for computing the RV
from regression results calls for the conventional (spherical) standard error. If the conventional
standard error were 20% larger than the Huber-White standard errors, for example, the RV
would instead be 66%.
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Appendix F

Bounding for political affiliation

We know that it would take a strong confounder to overturn the results for political affiliation
on voting. This does not mean, however, that such a confounder does not exist. The inability to
“find” every confounder of interest is, of course, common in these studies. Yet, further progress
can be made using the bounding approach described in the paper, transforming assumptions
or statements about how confounding compares to observables into implied bounds on that
confounding. One potential confounder is GDP per capita, which we expect might affect both
treatment (political affiliation) and the outcome (support for the deal). Figure 3 shows the
contour plot, to which we add a bound based on an assumption that “confounding is no more
than three times ‘worse’ than GDP per capita,” in terms of the residual variation the confounder
would need to explain in whom the voter supports and in support for peace (“3x gdppc”).14
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Figure 3: Effect of unobserved confounding on estimate for political affiliation
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Note: Contours showing adjusted regression coefficient on political affiliation, at levels of hypothesized confounders
parameterized by the strength of relationship to the treatment (municipal vote for Santos in 2014) and the outcome
(municipal vote for the FARC peace deal). The two bounds (“3 x gdppc” and “3x elev”) show the worst confounding
that can exist, were we to assume that confounding is “no more than 3-times ‘worse’” than either GDP per capita or
elevation. The dashed line indicates where the result would be eliminated.

The dashed line indicates the bound at which the result would be eliminated. A confounder
14
Note that we may wish to consider a k value for GDP per capita even higher than 3 to determine how far this
robustness. As it turns out the maximum possible k value on this variable is 3.88. Such a proposed confounder would
explain all of the residual variance of either the treatment or the outcome, and so a proposed confounder higher than
this cannot exist. At k = 3.88, the point estimate still barely changes, to 0.63.
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three times as strong as that of GDP per capita would hardly reduce the estimate – from 0.67
to 0.64. Similarly, Elevation can also be used to formulate such a bounding assumption, as
this relates to a wide variety of factors that may in turn relate to both political affiliation and
preferences for peace with the FARC. Let us therefore assume that confounding is no more than
three times “worse” than Elevation (“3x elev”). Again, the worst confounding that is possible
under such an assumption would still hardly change the result, from 0.67 to 0.64. We emphasize
that these bounds are linked to assumptions. In this case, while it is hard to imagine confounders
more than three times “worse” than GDP per capita, we do not have sufficient knowledge (about
what influences treatment or outcome) to ensure that no such confounder exists. We therefore
do not regard these bounds as proof that our results are robust to confounding. Rather, they
are “if-then” statements describing how strong confounding would have to be relative to these
covariates in order to be problematic.
Next, we may be willing to make or probe assumptions — even pessimistic ones — about
how much of the unexplained variance in the outcome could possibly be linked to confounding.
We already know from the RY2 ∼D|X value in Table 2 that a confounder explaining 100% of the
residual variance of the outcome would need to explain 59% of the residual variance in political
affiliation in order to overturn the result. Figure 4 provides an “extreme scenario” analysis
that extends this reasoning. Each line shows what the adjusted effect estimate would be if
confounding explains a proportion of the residual outcome (100%, 50%, or 30%) while explaining
the proportion of treatment indicated by the horizontal axis. We see that less conservative
confounding that explains 50% or 30% of the residual outcome variation would have to explain
over 70% and 80% of the residual variation in political affiliation, respectively, to reduce the
estimate to zero.
While we have determined that a powerful confounder would be required to alter our conclusion, it would be wrong to assume or imply that such a confounder does not exist without
very convincing arguments as to why confounding is limited. To emphasize this point, we now
discuss a potential confounder that one can imagine may be large enough to change our conclusions about political affiliation: attitudes toward the FARC. In particular, we could imagine
that Colombians decided how to vote in the referendum based on how they felt about FARC
and that attitudes toward FARC influenced their presidential vote in 2014, as the peace deal
was a salient issue in the 2014 election. Santos announced his interest in negotiating with the
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Figure 4: Extreme scenario analysis
Hypothetical partial R2 of unobserved confounder(s) with the outcome
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Note: Plot showing the extreme scenarios in which confounding explains 30%, 50%, and 100% of the residual outcome
(municipal vote for the FARC peace deal) is explained by hypothesized confounding. The horizontal axis indicates
a hypothesized proportion of residual variance explained in the treatment (municipal vote for Santos in 2014). A
confounder explaining 100% of the residual variation in the outcome would need to explain 59% of the residual
variance in the treatment (equivalent to RY2 ∼D|X ), while a confounder explaining 50% of the residual variation in the
outcome would need to explain about 75% of residual variation in the treatment. A confounder explaining 30% of the
residual variation in outcome would need to explain over 80% of residual variation in the treatment to overturn the
result.

FARC in 2012, and these negotiations became a major plank not just in Santos’ platform as he
ran for reelection in 2014, but also in attacks made against him by Uribe and followers. The
2014 vote share for Santos was thus itself quite possibly affected by attitudes toward peace with
the FARC. This constitutes a potentially powerful confounder that we imagine could explain
more than 66% (to use RVα=0.05 ) of the residual variation in 2014 vote share and in support for
the FARC referendum.
Ideally, we could control for such a confounder with some (pre-treatment) measure of FARC
attitudes, but we have not been able to find such a variable.15 We note, however, that we can
replace the 2014 vote share as our treatment with the 2010 vote share, in which peace with the
FARC was not a particularly salient issue. Doing so, we still find that the relationship between
political affiliation (as measured in 2010) and support for the 2016 peace deal would take large
confounding to overturn (RY2 ∼D|X = 23%, RV = 42%).
15

While AmericasBarometer does ask respondents about their attitudes toward FARC and has for years, those data
cover less than 6% of the municipalities in our data.
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